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 30	

ABSTRACT 31	

All biological populations are to a greater or lesser degree evolvable, but the forces that shape 32	

evolvability, especially the evolution of evolvability as an adaptive response to a changing 33	

environment, have been a source of controversy. One source of enhanced evolvability is the 34	

benign status of “cryptic sequences” typically expressed at low levels due to molecular errors, 35	

but with the potential to be expressed more fully following mutational co-option. A genome 36	

enriched for benign cryptic sequences has a more benign mutational neighborhood, via the 37	

possibility of co-option, and thus enhanced evolvability. Whether selection for evolvability itself 38	

can be the cause of a more benign mutational neighborhood remains an open question. Here, we 39	

show that environmental change can cause the evolution of increased evolvability, despite our 40	

use of a strong-selection weak mutation regime that precludes, by design, the adaptive evolution 41	

of evolvability. Instead, enhanced evolvability arises as a byproduct of environmental change via 42	

a novel mechanism that we call “emergent evolutionary capacitance”. When the environment 43	

changes, increased molecular error rates evolve as a strategy to rapidly change phenotypes, with 44	

the side effect of purging deleterious cryptic sequences and enhancing the mutational 45	

neighborhood for future adaptation. The behavior is strikingly similar to that seen in a model 46	

system for capacitance, the yeast prion [PSI+]. 47	

 48	

  49	
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INTRODUCTION 50	

Evolvability 51	

Understanding the determinants of a species’ capacity to evolve is a central goal of 52	

evolutionary biology. A species’ evolvability, i.e. its ability to generate non-deleterious heritable 53	

phenotypic variation, affects its ability to adapt, propensity to speciate, and ultimately its risk of 54	

extinction (Wagner and Altenberg 1996; Wagner 2005a; Hendrikse et al. 2007). The possibility 55	

of adaptive evolution of evolvability (i.e. selection favoring alleles due to their adaptation-56	

enhancing properties) has been posited (Kirschner and Gerhart 1998; Woods et al. 2011) and its 57	

plausibility has even been shown mathematically (Eshel 1973; Masel and Bergman 2003; King 58	

and Masel 2007; Draghi and Wager 2008), but the topic remains controversial (Ruden et al. 59	

2003; Sniegowski and Murphy 2006; Lynch 2007b).  60	

A variety of distinct mechanisms can modify or enhance evolvability, including sexual 61	

recombination, modularity, robustness, and mutation rate. Sex can increase genetic variation by 62	

recombining alleles from different individuals to produce novel and potentially more fit 63	

genotypes (Otto and Lenormand 2002). Gene network modularity can establish genetic 64	

correlations that avoid deleterious trait combinations (Hansen 2003). Genetic robustness 65	

enhances evolvability in two ways. First, more robust populations are predisposed to maintain 66	

more conditionally neutral standing variation, providing more potentially adaptive genetic 67	

variation should the environment change, either immediately (Waddington 1957; Le Rouzic and 68	

Carlborg 2008) or following additional mutations (Wagner 2005b). Second, incomplete 69	

robustness to developmental errors causes future mutations to be pre-screened (Masel and Trotter 70	

2010), resulting in a more benign mutational neighborhood (Whitehead et al. 2008; Rajon and 71	

Masel 2013) or recombinational neighborhood (Masel 2006), and thus enhancing evolvability.  72	
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Evolution of Evolvability 73	

While the impact of these various mechanisms on evolvability is well established, the 74	

evolutionary drivers of these evolvability-affecting mechanisms are more controversial. The 75	

evolution of mutation rates provides a classic and illustrative example. Mutations are the ultimate 76	

source of genetic variation, making mutation rate an important determinant of evolvability 77	

(André and Godelle 2006). However, due to a deleterious mutation bias (Eyre-Walker and 78	

Keightley 2007), high mutation rates inherently cause a net decrease in offspring fitness. 79	

Therefore, all else being equal, the optimal mutation rate is typically zero. Explanations for non-80	

zero mutation rates fall into three general camps: mutations rates evolve as an intrinsic property, 81	

as an adaptive consequence of selection for higher evolvability, or as a byproduct of other traits 82	

under selection (De Visser et al. 2003; Masel and Promislow 2016). 83	

To understand how non-zero mutation rates, and thereby evolvability, evolves as an intrinsic 84	

property (Figure 1A), note that the mutation rate is, in part, a function of DNA replication 85	

fidelity, which is constrained by the accuracy of DNA polymerases (Fijalkowska et al. 2012). 86	

Organisms can decrease the mutation rate by utilizing a variety of DNA polymerases to 87	

proofread (Fijalkowska et al. 2012). However, if the mutation rate is small, any further decrease 88	

will have small fitness consequences and may be swamped by mutation bias toward lower 89	

fidelity polymerases (Lynch 2012), especially in small populations in which selection for high 90	

fidelity is weak. Therefore, evolvability due to a non-zero mutation rate is an intrinsic property 91	

of any population subject to mutation bias toward lower DNA replication fidelity. Additionally, 92	

as mutation bias tends to lead to higher mutation rates, it is also possible that the extreme 93	

population bottlenecks imposed by most natural selection experiments could have led to higher 94	

mutation rates simply due to a reduced ability to purge them (Sung et al. 2012).  95	
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 96	

Figure 1: Three scenarios for the evolution of evolvability. Each circle represents an 97	

individual in an asexual population of constant size. Initially, the population is composed of 98	

nine individuals of the non-evolvable genotype (plain open circles) and one individual 99	

possessing an allele that bestows the potential for beneficial mutations (circles with thick 100	

grey outline). In panel A, the evolvability allele rises to fixation through drift. In panel B, 101	

evolvability is a pleiotropic side effect of an allele that directly increases fitness (filled circle 102	

with thick grey outline indicating evolvability), allowing evolvability to fix as a byproduct 103	

of its directly adaptive attributes. Finally, C shows the adaptive evolution of evolvability.  104	

The evolvability allele bestows no fitness advantage directly, therefore the allele must 105	

persist due to drift long enough for the directly beneficial allele to arise (filled circles) and 106	

then hitchhike with the directly adaptive allele to fixation. 107	

Alternatively, evolvability due to high mutation rates can arise as a byproduct of other traits 108	

under selection (Figure 1B). Given sufficient selection, error rates, including errors in DNA 109	

replication, can be made arbitrarily low via kinetic proofreading (Hopfield 1974). However, 110	

kinetic proofreading comes with inherent energetic costs; lower error rates entail increasing 111	

energetic investment and slower growth. Therefore, selection for rapid growth may result in the 112	

A B CIntrinsic Byproduct Adaptive
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evolution of higher mutation rates, and therefore increased evolvability as a byproduct (André 113	

and Godelle 2006). 114	

Assertions about the adaptive evolution of evolvability, also known as second order 115	

selection (Tenaillon  et al. 2001; Woods et al. 2011), have been especially contentious (Lynch 116	

2007b; Pigliucci 2008). Adaptive evolution of evolvability is criticized as requiring group 117	

selection, and because group selection tends to be weak, the adaptive evolution of evolvability is 118	

said to be unlikely (Lynch 2007b). However, group selection is a special case of a more universal 119	

form of selection, namely lineage selection (Akcay and Van Cleve 2016; Lehmann et al. 2016). 120	

A lineage begins with a new mutation, and includes all individuals who share that mutation via 121	

identity by descent. Lineage selection, i.e. competition between lineages, is therefore, by 122	

definition, the determinant of evolutionary outcomes. Group selection is a special case of lineage 123	

selection in which members of the same lineage tend to assort with one another in identifiable 124	

“groups”. When alleles have only direct effects on fitness, and have the same effect on each 125	

individual that bears them, evolutionary outcomes are also well described by traditional 126	

measures of individual-based, single-generation, selection coefficients. However, when a trait in 127	

one individual affects the success of others in its lineage, either contemporaneously with respect 128	

to altruistic behavior, or with a time delay by facilitating the appearance of new adaptive 129	

phenotypes, the success of the lineage as a whole must be taken into account (Eshel 1973; Masel 130	

and Bergman 2003; Kussell et al. 2005; Griswold and Masel 2009). This sometimes leads to 131	

cases where lineage selection implies the opposite outcome to that predicted by individual-based 132	

selection, including the evolution of altruism (Akcay and Van Cleve 2016; Lehmann et al. 2016) 133	

and bet-hedging (Philippi and Seger 1989; King and Masel 2007). The concept of lineage 134	

selection goes by other names in particular contexts, including clone selection in asexual 135	
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populations (Eshel 1973), and invasion fitness in a number of contexts, including adaptive 136	

dynamics, when the focus is on the rate of short-term increase from rarity (Metz et al. 1992; 137	

Champagnat et al. 2006; Lehmann et al. 2016). In a well-mixed and deterministic population, 138	

lineage fitness is given by the dominant Lyapunov exponent of a matrix describing changes in 139	

both the population and the environment (Metz et al. 1992; Kussell et al. 2005).  140	

Continuing our example of the evolution of mutation rates, high mutation rates are 141	

approximately neutral to an individual. However, high mutation rates increase the likelihood of a 142	

highly beneficial mutation later occurring in the mutator lineage. This highly beneficial mutation 143	

will, over multiple generations, increase lineage size and may cause the mutator lineage to fix. 144	

Thus, when determining the fate a mutator allele, one must take into account the not only the 145	

direct effects of the allele, but also the way in which it might, in the future, change the fitness of 146	

the genetic background that the allele is likely to be in. For an allele bestowing high mutation 147	

rates to be favored by selection, three events must occur. First, a mutator allele arises in the 148	

population (Figure 1C, generation one). This high mutation rate allele is not directly adaptive, 149	

and must therefore persist due to drift. Then a second, directly adaptive allele arises in an 150	

individual with the mutator allele (Figure 1C, generation five). Finally, linkage disequilibrium 151	

between the adaptive allele and mutator allele causes the mutation rate allele to sweep to fixation 152	

(Figure 1C, generation ten). While the mutator allele does not intrinsically increase fitness in the 153	

individual possessing it, it does increase the overall fitness of the lineage through increased 154	

evolvability.  155	

Note that fixation of an evolvability-enhancing allele due to drift (Figure 1A), or as a 156	

byproduct (Figure 1B), can occur in a scenario with only one polymorphic locus. This is not true 157	

for the adaptive scenario; the directly adaptive allele must appear and sweep while the 158	
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evolvability locus is still polymorphic, so two simultaneous polymorphisms are required for the 159	

adaptive evolution of evolvability. Thus, by conducting evolutionary simulations in which the 160	

possibility of multiple simultaneous polymorphisms is prohibited by design, the adaptive 161	

evolution of evolvability is made impossible, while still allowing enhanced evolvability to arise 162	

as a byproduct of other evolutionary dynamics. We achieve this prohibition by using the strong-163	

selection weak-mutation assumption (also known as origin-fixation dynamics), in which each 164	

mutation either fixes or goes extinct before the next appears, prohibiting multiple simultaneous 165	

polymorphisms (Gillespie 1982; McCandlish and Stoltzfus 2014).  166	

Evolution of evolvability-promoting high error rates 167	

An ideal system for studying the evolution of evolvability would exhibit clear, preferably 168	

binary differentiation between high evolvability and low evolvability states, while still retaining 169	

a modicum of biological relevance. To achieve this, we use a model of the co-evolution of 170	

cryptic sequences and stop-codon read-through rates, subject to an evolutionary positive 171	

feedback loop that yields two distinct outcomes (Rajon and Masel 2011). The positive feedback 172	

loop works as follows. When most cryptic sequences are deleterious, selection favors very low 173	

read-through rates to avoid their expression. Because read-through rates are low, cryptic 174	

sequences are shielded from selection, and under such weak selective conditions, mutation bias 175	

keeps them deleterious (Rajon and Masel 2011). Conversely, when most cryptic sequences are 176	

benign, selection favors high read-through rates to avoid the costs associated with proofreading; 177	

this quickly purges any remaining deleterious mutations in cryptic sequences. This positive 178	

feedback loop produces two attractors: mostly deleterious cryptic sequences coupled with low 179	

read-through rates, and mostly benign cryptic sequences coupled with high read-through rates. 180	

Importantly, the two attractors also differ in their evolvability. A population with mostly 181	
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deleterious cryptic sequences is limited to adaptation through mutations in the non-cryptic, open 182	

reading frame of genes. In contrast, populations with mostly benign cryptic sequences have three 183	

potential sources of variation: mutations in regular coding sequences, mutational co-option of 184	

cryptic sequences through loss of stop-codons, and trans changes in the stop-codon read-through 185	

rate (Figure 2). In other words, populations with mostly benign cryptic sequences are more 186	

robust to expressing cryptic sequences and therefore have more mutational options, making them 187	

more evolvable and better able to adapt to changes in the environment (Rajon and Masel 2011; 188	

Rajon and Masel 2013).  189	

 190	

Figure 2: Stop-codon read-through, cryptic sequences, and evolvability. Organisms 191	

expressing deleterious cryptic sequences are inviable, leaving mutations in the coding 192	

sequence as the only means of adaptation. Benign cryptic sequences, however, can yield 193	

potentially useful new phenotypes when expressed. Therefore, organisms with benign 194	

cryptic sequences can change phenotype by mutations in the coding region, by changing 195	

the stop-codon read-through rate, or through co-option.  196	

Attributing increases in evolvability to selection for evolvability is non-trivial. One 197	

method is to compare evolutionary outcomes from changing vs. static environments. If changing 198	

environments, where the ability to rapidly adapt is at a premium (Eshel 1973), give rise to 199	

enhanced evolvability, it seems plausible that selection for evolvability might be responsible. 200	

Benign

Benign

Deleterious

Deleterious

Benign

Benign

Deleterious

Deleterious

Cryptic	 sequenceCoding	sequence Phenotype

Inviable

Inviable

Low	read-through

High	read-through

Cooption

Coding	mutation

Cryptic	 sequenceCoding	sequence Phenotype
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However, changing environments might have other, unintended side effects. Therefore, rigorous 201	

negative controls are needed for adaptive claims, including when using theoretical rather than 202	

empirical approaches (Wagner 2003; Artzy-Randrup et al. 2004; Solé and Valverde 2006; Lynch 203	

2007a; Tsuda and Kawata 2010; Masel and Promislow 2016). To establish a negative control for 204	

selection for evolvability, we develop a model that incorporates a single polymorphism at a time 205	

through an origin-fixation approach (Gillespie 1982; McCandlish and Stoltzfus 2014). The 206	

adaptive evolution of evolvability requires some form of lineage selection, not necessarily 207	

involving groups, but requiring polymorphism in the evolvability allele to be simultaneous 208	

within a (meta-)population with polymorphism in the adaptations it helps promote. Origin-209	

fixation simulations, in which such simultaneous polymorphisms are not allowed, are incapable 210	

of adaptive evolution of evolvability. Surprisingly, we show that enhanced evolvability via 211	

evolutionary capacitance can arise as a response to environmental change even when the 212	

adaptive evolution of evolvability is precluded. 213	

METHODS 214	

Genotype fitness 215	

 To capture the effects of recurrent environmental change on the evolution of cryptic 216	

sequences and stop-codon read-though rates, we build on the model of Rajon and Masel (2011). 217	

We focus on the evolution of the stop-codon read-through rate (ρ) and its effect on the 218	

expression of many cryptic sequences, each associated with one of Ltot genes. To reflect 219	

observations that the distribution of fitness effects of new mutations is bimodal (Bloom et al. 220	

2006; Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2007; Fudala and Korona 2009; Wylie and Shakhnovich 221	

2011), we make alleles for each cryptic sequence either highly deleterious or largely benign. The 222	

fitness of an individual, w(i), is the product of four components. wm captures the damage from 223	
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expressing deleterious cryptic sequences via read-through. ws encapsulates the cost of 224	

proofreading to avoid read-through. In order to prevent pathologically extreme cases of “error” 225	

rates greater than 0.5 from evolving, inherent costs of very high read-through rates are 226	

encapsulated by an additional term wh. Finally, we represent the fitness consequences of 227	

possessing a phenotypic trait value x, given the current environmental optimal value oe for that 228	

trait, through the term we. 229	

 Stop-codon read-throughs occur with frequency ρ, and expose Ldel deleterious sequences 230	

out of the Ltot cryptic loci. Deleterious sequences have an additive fitness cost γ=20 estimated 231	

from Geiler-Samerotte et al. (2011) and Xiong (2017), yielding: 232	

𝑤" 𝜌, 𝐿&'( 𝑖 = max 0, 1 − 𝛾𝜌 2345
2676

    (1) 233	

 Next, we incorporate the cost of proofreading. Low error rates entail costly proofreading 234	

mechanisms that can slow reproduction (Fersht et al. 1982). In our model, additive investment in 235	

proofreading leads to a geometric decline in the error rate, making the cost of significant 236	

additional proofreading negligible at high read-through rates, but very costly as read-through 237	

rates approach zero. Using δ =10−2.5, a biologically reasonable decrease in growth rate of 0.72% 238	

ensues when read-through rates decrease from 10−2 to 10−3 (Rajon and Masel 2011): 239	

𝑤8 𝜌 = 9
9:; <= >

      (2) 240	

 To ensure that “errors” do not become the new normal when all cryptic sequences are 241	

benign, i.e. to avoid ρ evolving values greater than 0.5 (Xiong et al. 2017), we use a 242	

phenomenological fitness term that has little impact on fitness for low values of ρ, but causes 243	

fitness to decline rapidly as the probability of a stop-codon read-through becomes large. The 244	
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parameter θ determines the value of ρ at which fitness is zero; here we set θ=0.5. The remaining 245	

parameter, 𝛕, determines the rate at which fitness increases as ρ decreases. Here we use 𝜏=20 to 246	

produce a function that is effectively neutral (i.e. sN << 1) when ρ <⅓ for population sizes 247	

between 103 and 106. 248	

𝑤A = 1 − >
B

C
      (3) 249	

Finally, we incorporate the fitness effect of the match between a phenotypic trait x and the 250	

environmental optimum oe. Of the Ltot loci, a subset of K loci have quantitative effects αk based 251	

on their regular coding sequences (Figure 2). Each of these K loci also makes a cryptic 252	

contribution ρBkβk to the phenotype. We use a binary B to represent the possibility that a trait-253	

associated cryptic sequence can be highly deleterious in the same manner as any other among the 254	

Ldel loci, and we use a real number β to represent the contribution of a cryptic sequence to the 255	

phenotypic trait. If highly deleterious, Bk = 0 and the cryptic sequence does not contribute to the 256	

phenotype. If benign, Bk = 1 and the cryptic sequence contributes ρβk to the phenotype. 257	

Additionally, if a trait-associated cryptic sequence is highly deleterious, Bk contributes to the 258	

overall cryptic sequence load Ldel in Equation 1. Fitness is a Gaussian function of the difference 259	

between the phenotype of each trait xi and the environmental optimum of that trait oe.  260	

𝑥E = 𝛼EG + 𝜌E𝐵EG𝛽EGK
GL9      (4) 261	

𝑤' 𝑥E = exp − OP:Q4 R

ST6UR
     (5) 262	

where σtr
2 = 4. The overall fitness of genotype i is then a product of the four fitness components: 263	

𝑤 𝑖 = 𝑤" 𝜌 𝑖 , 𝐿&'( 𝑖 	 ×𝑤8 𝜌 𝑖 ×𝑤' 𝑥 𝑖 ×𝑤A 𝜌 𝑖   (6) 264	

Selection and drift 265	
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We used a single-deme origin-fixation (strong-selection weak-mutation) process 266	

(Gillespie 1982; McCandlish and Stoltzfus 2014). A mutation is generated, and then fixed or lost 267	

with probability determined by the Kimura equation (1962): 268	

𝑝YEO =
9:'ZR[

9:'ZR\[
      (7) 269	

where s is the selection coefficient: 270	

𝑠 = ^ _`ab=a
^ cd<e	afgh

− 1     (8) 271	

Mutation 272	

 Our genotypes encode four evolving quantities: the stop-codon read-through rate (ρ), the 273	

number of loci that are fixed for a deleterious cryptic sequence (Ldel), the coding regions of trait-274	

coding genes (α) and the cryptic regions of trait-coding genes (β). Following Rajon and Masel 275	

(2011), we assume that the cryptic sequences are on average 30 nucleotides long, making the rate 276	

of mutations in Ltot cryptic loci µLdel=Ltot×30×µ, where µ is the mutation rate per base pair. 277	

Mutations in benign cryptic sequences convert the sequence to a deleterious state with 278	

probability pdel = 0.4, and those in deleterious sequences convert the sequence to benign with 279	

probability pben = 0.1. Therefore, in the absence of selection, a cryptic sequence has a probability 280	

pdel/(pdel+ pben), or 0.8, of being deleterious. Assuming that the read-through rate is determined by 281	

relatively few genes (~3 with ~300 nucleotides each) yields a mutation rate in ρ of roughly 282	

µρ=1000µ. Mutations in the read-through rate change log10(ρ) by an amount sampled from a 283	

normal distribution with mean zero and variance 1. Assuming an average of 300 bp per locus and 284	

K total trait loci, mutations occur in non-cryptic sequences of trait-coding genes at rate 285	

µα=300×K×µ and cryptic sequences at rate µβ=30×K×µ. A mutation in a trait-coding region has 286	
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an additive effect according to a normal distribution with variance σtr
2=0.5/K. As in Rajon and 287	

Masel (2011), to prevent the unrealistic outcome of an unbounded increase in variance over time, 288	

we bias change in trait values toward zero. The mean effect of a mutation in a trait with coding 289	

value αk is thus -αk/50. Because we are using an origin-fixation process in which we allow for 290	

only one polymorphism at a time, the overall mutation rate µ has no effect. 291	

Environmental change 292	

The environmental optimum changes every 1000 mutations by an amount sampled from a 293	

normal distribution biased to return the optimum toward zero. The rate of environmental change 294	

was chosen such that there are enough mutations to allow populations to adapt to one 295	

environmental change before the next occurs. Because we use an origin fixation process, the 296	

number of generations between mutations is not strictly defined. In a model with explicitly 297	

defined time, large populations generate more mutations per generation than small populations, 298	

and therefore should experience more mutations between environmental changes. By ignoring 299	

this effect, we effectively assume that enough mutations occur between environmental changes 300	

that any possibly fitness gains are saturated even in small populations. 301	

To reflect findings that cryptic sequences seem to be maladaptive in new environments as 302	

often they are adaptive (True et al. 2004), the environmental optimum undergoes a random walk. 303	

The mean change in the environmental optimum, given the current environmental optimum oe, is 304	

-oe/5, producing a random walk biased toward zero. Simulations were run for 4×108 mutations, 305	

i.e. 4×105 environmental change events, which proved to be well in excess of convergence to a 306	

stationary distribution of states. Perl code used is available at 307	

github.com/pgnelson/emergent_capacitance. 308	
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RESULTS 309	

Environmental change pushes the evolutionary dynamic toward the high-evolvability 310	

attractor 311	

We simulated evolution using a single-deme, strong-selection weak-mutation model. 312	

When a mutation arises, it is either fixed or lost immediately, with outcome probabilities 313	

determined by the Kimura (1962) equation. Thus, our model does not allow for the standing 314	

genetic polymorphism in at least two loci, one the evolvability locus the other the adaptation it 315	

helps promote, required for the adaptive evolution of evolvability via lineage selection (see 316	

Figure 1). By only allowing a single mutation at a time, and using a single well-mixed 317	

population, we exclude both lineage selection and group selection and thus establish a rigorous 318	

negative control for the adaptive evolution of evolvability via cryptic sequences. Throughout this 319	

work, we use an organism’s robustness to stop-codon read-through, as measured by the 320	

proportion of benign cryptic sequences, as a proxy for the dramatic forms of evolvability 321	

documented in Rajon and Masel (2011). We focus on population sizes that represent the three 322	

regimes shown in Rajon and Masel (2011): low error rates (N=500), bistability (N=104), and 323	

high error rates (N=105). 324	
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   325	

 326	

Figure 3: Environmental change facilitates the evolution of benign cryptic sequences and 327	

high error rates. In the absence of environmental change (circles), small populations (A, 328	

N=500) evolve low error rates coupled with mostly deleterious cryptic sequences, and large 329	

populations (C, N=105) evolve mostly benign cryptic sequences coupled with relatively high 330	

read-through rates. When populations are of intermediate size (B, N=104), outcomes can be 331	

bistable, evolving either mostly deleterious, or mostly benign cryptic sequences, depending 332	

on the starting conditions. A changing environment (triangles) has little effect on small 333	

populations (A) and leads to increased variance in the read-though rate in large population 334	

(C) but no change in the number of deleterious cryptic sequences. In intermediate-sized 335	

populations (B), a changing environment causes populations starting with mostly 336	

deleterious cryptic sequences to transition to a mostly benign, high-ρ state. Each circle or 337	

triangle represents the end value of an independent simulation run to equilibrium (1.5×108 338	

mutations).  339	

 340	
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We found that, despite our single-deme model being designed to preclude the adaptive 341	

evolution of evolvability, a rapidly changing environment caused evolution to the more 342	

evolvable, benign cryptic sequence, high error rate (Figure 3B) attractor in intermediate sized 343	

populations (N=104), regardless of the initial conditions. Again, this result was obtained using a 344	

single-deme, strong-selection weak-mutation model, precluding selection for evolvability either 345	

between groups or between lineages as a cause. Because environmental change cannot directly 346	

affect selection on deleterious cryptic sequences, the root cause by which environmental change 347	

drives the evolution of high robustness and evolvability must derive from effects on the 348	

distribution of stop read-through rates.  349	

Reading through a stop-codon can have two effects in our model. If a cryptic sequence is 350	

deleterious, a read-through event entails a fitness cost, independent of the environment. If a 351	

cryptic sequence is benign (Bik=1), expression can result in small, but potentially advantageous 352	

changes in the phenotype. Because we initialize our populations such that the phenotype 353	

imparted by the coding region of trait genes (∑αik) is perfectly matched to the environment, 354	

expressing even benign cryptic sequences is unlikely to be advantageous in a static environment. 355	

The coding regions of trait genes may, however, become maladaptive when the environment 356	

changes, making expression of benign cryptic sequences potentially adaptive. Thus, if the net 357	

phenotypic effect of benign cryptic sequences (∑Bikβik), or “net β”, moves an organism in the 358	

direction of a new environmental optimum (oe), selection may favor increased read-through rates 359	

despite the costs of expressing other deleterious cryptic sequences in the genome (Ldel). 360	

Environmental change leads to more extreme quantitative effects of cryptic sequences 361	

In addition to purging deleterious cryptic sequences, environmental change has a marked 362	

effect on the evolution of benign cryptic sequences (β). In a static environment, where expression 363	
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of cryptic sequences is never likely to be adaptive, net β is constrained around zero (Figure 4, left 364	

column). In contrast, a changing environment (Figure 4, right column) results in much more 365	

extreme values of net β. When the environment changes, the net effect of benign cryptic 366	

sequences is maladaptive roughly as often as it is adaptive. When maladaptive, selection 367	

maintains low read-through rates, and cryptic sequences (β) are primarily subject to drift and 368	

mutation, the latter weakly biased toward zero. When net β is adaptive, selection can favor high 369	

read-though rates, which can in turn expose cryptic sequences to selection. Furthermore, 370	

expressing cryptic sequences rarely brings a phenotype perfectly in line with a new 371	

environmental optimum, and mutations that, following environmental change, increase the 372	

overall magnitude of net β are often advantageous.  Additionally, because environmental change 373	

undergoes a random walk where ∑αik is too small in a new environment as often as it is too large, 374	

the sign of net β (positive or negative) does not affect its overall adaptive value. Thus, cryptic 375	

sequences tend to only be exposed to selection when extreme values are favored, producing a 376	

ratcheting effect leading to more extreme values, either positive or negative, under 377	

environmental change. Although via a different mechanism, our model concurs with the findings 378	

of Eshel and Matessi (1998) that a fluctuating environment leads to increased cryptic variation 379	

with a 50:50 chance of bias in either direction, creating a bimodal rather than normal probability 380	

distribution of possible states. 381	
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 382	

Figure 4: Changing environments result in more extreme cryptic sequences. Each circle 383	

shows the evolved net effect of benign cryptic sequences (∑Bikβik), or net β, for an 384	

independent simulation of 1.5×108 mutation trials where N=104. 385	

 386	

Dissecting the effect of environmental change on the evolution of stop-codon read-through 387	

rates 388	

To investigate precisely how environmental change affects the distribution of stop-codon 389	

read-through rates, the simulation was re-run with the number of deleterious cryptic sequences 390	

fixed, which we refer to below as a “fixed Ldel simulation”. We ran three independent fixed Ldel 391	

simulations for a sample of Ldel values between zero and the equilibrium expected by mutation 392	

bias (Ldel = 400, 375, 350…0). By preventing the evolution of deleterious cryptic sequences, we 393	

isolated the effect of environmental change on read-through rates (Fig. 5 A-B). For each 394	
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simulation, we recorded the overall distribution of ρ (Fig. 6), the frequency of transitioning to a 395	

high ρ state (ρ > 10-2.5) and a time series of ρ while in a high ρ state.  396	

 397	

Figure 5: To determine if the evolution toward the benign cryptic sequence attractor is 398	

caused by the increase in the variance of ρ, or by the appearance of the second, high ρ 399	

mode, we dissect the effects of recurrent environmental change on the feedback loop 400	

between ρ and Ldel. A) Environmental change cannot directly change selection on Ldel, only 401	

indirectly via changes in ρ.  B) We determined the direct effect of environmental change on 402	

the stop-codon read-through rate in a system constrained to prevent the evolution of 403	

deleterious cryptic sequences. To achieve this constraint, we set the mutation rates between 404	

benign and deleterious cryptic sequence states (Ldel ) to zero and recorded the distribution 405	

of ρ at steady state. C) Instead of letting environmental change drive change, we mimicked 406	

distinct aspects of its effects on ρ, to simulate the evolution of deleterious cryptic sequences 407	

in the presence of these drivers. This enabled us to determine which aspect is responsible 408	

for the shift to benign cryptic sequences under environmental change. 409	
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 410	

Figure 6: Effect of environmental change on the distribution of stop-codon read-through 411	

rates (ρ) for two values of Ldel (400, 200). To isolate the effect of environmental change on 412	

stop-codon read-through rates, the number of deleterious cryptic sequences was held 413	

constant. The dashed line shows that the read-through rate evolves to the low attractor 414	

with relatively low variance. Environmental change (solid) yields a distribution around the 415	

low ρ attractor with similar mean but higher variance. The inset in panel A shows the 416	

emergence of a second, low frequency mode at high read-through rates (ρ~10-1.4) under 417	

environmental change. The frequency of this high ρ mode increases markedly when the 418	

read-though rate is less constrained by deleterious cryptic sequences (Panel B, Ldel = 200).  419	

In a static environment (Figure 6, dashed lines) the stop-codon read-through rate is unimodal 420	

around the low error rate attractor (ρ ~10-3.8 for Ldel = 400; ρ ~10-3.5 for Ldel = 200). 421	

Environmental change has two effects on the distribution of read-through rates (Figure 6, solid 422	

lines). First, environmental change causes the variance of log10(ρ) around the low error rate 423	

attractor to increase ten-fold for Ldel = 400 and 100-fold for Ldel = 200. Second, a smaller, second 424	
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mode arises at high read-through rates (ρ ~10-1.2), the frequency of which increases as Ldel 425	

decreases. 426	

Furthermore, by examining the timecourse of ρ, we see that the error rate under 427	

environmental change has the hallmarks of an evolutionary capacitor (Masel 2013), with high 428	

error rates being clustered in episodes, or bouts. When the environment changes such that 429	

expressing cryptic sequences becomes on balance advantageous, selection can favor dramatically 430	

increased read-through rates (Figure 7, solid line). When environmental change creates a large 431	

mismatch between the trait coding values and the environmental optimum (Figure 7, dashed 432	

line), high read-through rates can increase rapidly to tap into benign cryptic sequences of trait 433	

coding genes (net β). However, increased read-through rates come with the costs of expressing 434	

deleterious cryptic sequences. Therefore, as adaptations in trait-coding sequences (α) 435	

accumulate, read-through rates decrease and eventually return to the low ρ attractor.  436	
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Figure 7: Transient elevation of stop-codon read-through rates acts as an evolutionary 438	

capacitor under environmental change. The stop-codon read-through rate (ρ, solid line) 439	

increases immediately after an environmental change (0 on the x-axis). As the mismatch 440	

between the environmental optimum and the trait values of the coding region ((oe - ∑αi), 441	

dashed line) decreases, ρ decreases, returning to the low error attractor. This 442	

representative timecourse illustrates one bout of high read-through rates in a simulation 443	

with Ldel = 400 under environmental change. Note that in our simulation, the environment 444	

changes every 15,000 mutations, making the duration of this capacitance bout relatively 445	

short compared to the total consecutive time spent in a single selective environment. 446	

 447	

Environmental change therefore begets transient runs of high stop-codon read-through rates 448	

during which selection may efficiently purge deleterious cryptic sequences. Next, we ask 449	

whether it is the rare bouts of high read-through rates, or the increase in variance around the low 450	

ρ mode, that is the causative factor in the evolution of more benign cryptic sequences. 451	

Rare bouts of high read-through rates drive the transition 452	

 To determine which characteristic(s) of the environmental-change-driven ρ-distribution 453	

are causally responsible for the evolution of more benign cryptic sequences, we tested our model 454	

under four different manipulations of ρ (listed below), each based on the fixed Ldel simulations 455	

outlined above. Based on the observed frequency of ρ values under environmental change 456	

(Figure 6), we used a cutoff of ρ =10-2.5 to separate the low ρ distribution from the emergent high 457	

ρ distribution. To track the coevolution of ρ and Ldel, our manipulations are based on values of ρ 458	

taken from the fixed Ldel simulations with the closest number of deleterious cryptic sequences to 459	
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the evolved value of Ldel. For example, when evolved Ldel=390, we use values of ρ drawn from 460	

simulations with fixed Ldel=400.  461	

We found that the bouts of high read-through rates engendered by environmental change are 462	

both necessary and sufficient to purge deleterious cryptic sequences (Figure 8). Neither increased 463	

variance around the low read-through rate attractor, nor evenly distributed occurrences of high ρ 464	

values, nor a combination of both result in a transition to mostly benign cryptic sequences. These 465	

results show that the episodes of increased rates of stop-codon read-though caused by 466	

environmental change act as an evolutionary capacitor, allowing rapid adaptation to a new 467	

environment. As a side effect, they purge deleterious cryptic sequences, pushing the evolutionary 468	

dynamic toward the high error rate, high evolvability attractor. 469	

  470	

Figure 8: Effect of rare occurrences of high stop-codon read-through rates on the evolution 471	

of cryptic sequences. We ran our model under four conditions, with evolution under a 472	
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static environment for comparison, using N=104 to simulate isolate the various effects of 473	

environmental change. First, we simulate the effect of increased variance around the low 474	

error rate attractor by adding to the log10 of the read-though rate ρ a random number 475	

drawn from a normal distribution, with mean 0 and variance equal to the increase in 476	

variance in ρ due to environmental change. Second, we sample from the high error rate 477	

mode that emerges under environmental change. Read-through rates were sampled from 478	

the high ρ distribution at the frequency of ρ >10-2.5 observed in the fixed Ldel simulations, 479	

otherwise un-manipulated, evolved values of ρ were used. Third, we test the effect of the 480	

high ρ mode together with increased variance on the evolution of deleterious cryptic 481	

sequences. Finally, we test the effect of high ρ capacitance bouts by injecting time series of 482	

high ρ values. Every 15000 mutations, populations may enter a high ρ state with the same 483	

probability as observed in the fixed Ldel simulations. When a population enters a high ρ 484	

state, a series of high ρ values is drawn from those observed in the fixed Ldel simulations. 485	

When the series of high ρ values is exhausted, the un-manipulated, evolved value of ρ is 486	

used again. In all four cases, we manipulated the value of ρ used for the purposes of 487	

determining the probability of fixation of mutations to cryptic sequences. Each marker 488	

indicates the evolved number of deleterious cryptic sequences after 1.5×108 mutations. 489	

 490	

DISCUSSION 491	

Our finding that a changing environment engenders bouts of very high read-through rates is 492	

similar to the phenomenon known as evolutionary capacitance (Masel 2013). Capacitance is the 493	

switching on and off of the phenotypic expression of cryptic variants (Masel 2013), generally in 494	

stressful environments (Sangster et al. 2004), due to a capacitor, meaning a widget that can 495	
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toggle cryptic expression. Evolutionary capacitance can occur in sexual organisms, via 496	

recombination-driven variation (Sangster et al. 2004; Masel 2006; Schlichting 2008; Masel and 497	

Trotter 2010), and in asexual organisms, through mutation-driven variation (Griswold and Masel 498	

2009; Masel and Trotter 2010). Evolutionary capacitors enhance evolvability by maintaining 499	

phenotypic fidelity under benign conditions, while increasing variation when conditions become 500	

difficult (Tyedmers et al. 2008), or indeed occasionally at random as a bet-hedging strategy 501	

against environmental change (Masel 2005; King and Masel 2007).  502	

We found that in a changing environment, capacitance-like behavior (fluctuating error rates 503	

that purge deleterious cryptic variation) emerges without the benefit of a widget to toggle 504	

robustness. Emergent capacitance was observed in populations with drift barrier effective 505	

population sizes of roughly one order of magnitude around Ne =104, which encompasses 506	

estimates for effective population sizes in humans and other vertebrates (Sung et al. 2012). The 507	

scope of these findings depends on the fitness costs of deleterious cryptic sequences. Highly 508	

deleterious cryptic sequences are readily purged, where more mildly deleterious cryptic 509	

sequences require higher effective population sizes (Xiong et al. 2017). Therefore, the effective 510	

population size at which emergent capacitance may arise likely varies with the distribution of 511	

fitness effects of cryptic sequences. 512	

Evolutionary capacitors enhance evolvability by tapping into stores of benign cryptic 513	

variation. When in a cryptic state, genetic variation can accumulate due to drift, either among 514	

organisms in the case of sexual organisms, or among alternative cryptic sites in a genome in the 515	

case of asexual organisms. Because most new variation is likely to be deleterious, co-option / 516	

genetic assimilation, i.e. constitutive expression of a cryptic variant, is likely inviable (Figure 9, 517	

middle column). When robustness is temporarily relaxed, however, deleterious cryptic sequences 518	
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can be purged by selection, leaving behind only benign cryptic variants (Figure 9, right column) 519	

(Rajon and Masel 2011). Thus, capacitance enhances a species’ adaptive potential in two ways. 520	

First, capacitance can engender rapid (Rando and Verstrepen 2007), but temporary (Masel and 521	

Bergman 2003), change in phenotype under stressful conditions (True and Lindquist 2000; True 522	

et al. 2004; Tyedmers et al. 2008). Second, benign cryptic phenotypes may be permanently 523	

coopted by mutation (Griswold and Masel 2009; Masel and Trotter 2010) or recombination.  524	

	  525	

Figure 9: The [PSI+] prion acts as an evolutionary capacitor, leading to more benign 526	

cryptic sequences. In its normal conformation, Sup35 facilitates translation termination at 527	

stop codons. In its alternate form as the [PSI+] prion, Sup35 is sequestered and stop codon 528	

read-through rates are higher (A). When a capacitance widget such as [PSI+] decreases 529	

robustness, cryptic phenotypes are expressed, allowing selection to purge deleterious 530	
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cryptic sequences in favor of benign cryptic sequences (B). Images modified from 531	

themadlolscientist (2008). 532	

 533	

Capacitance hinges on a breakdown in robustness exposing cryptic variants to selection, and 534	

then a restoration of robustness making most variants cryptic again, except for those that have 535	

been co-opted through mutation or genetically assimilated through recombination. Therefore, a 536	

key aspect of capacitance is that it must be possible to switch robustness on and off in a 537	

reversible fashion (Lancaster and Masel 2009). For example, while robustness can easily be 538	

switched off by knocking out genes within complex regulatory systems, potentially leading to 539	

capacitance-like phenomena (Bergman and Siegal 2003), gene knockouts are not easily 540	

reversible. Because there is no mechanism to return knockout-revealed variants to a cryptic state, 541	

knockout-induced capacitance is unlikely to lead to enhanced evolvability. Therefore, a defining 542	

feature of evolutionary capacitance is a capacitor, a widget capable of mediating the switch 543	

between cryptic and revealed states (Ruden et al. 2003). The best-established candidate for 544	

adaptive capacitance is the yeast prion [PSI+], precisely because the epigenetic mode of prion 545	

inheritance allows robustness to be reversibly switched both off and on. The presence of [PSI+] 546	

increases the rate of stop-codon read-through, reducing robustness to the consequences of 547	

sequences lying beyond stop-codons. While it has been shown mathematically that capacitance 548	

can (Masel 2005; King and Masel 2007) and in the case of [PSI+] likely did (Masel and 549	

Bergman 2003) arise due to selection for enhanced evolvability, a non-adaptive exploration of 550	

the evolution of capacitance via increased molecular error rates has not yet been conducted. 551	

Due to our weak-mutation strong-selection assumption, which naturally precludes linkage 552	

between loci and therefore the ability of recombination to explore new phenotypes, our findings 553	
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are most applicable to less sexual systems, chiefly the [PSI+] prion in yeast. The [PSI+] prion is 554	

an aggregated form of the Sup35 protein, with an alternate conformation (Wickner et al. 1995). 555	

In its normal form, Sup35 facilitates stop-codon termination in yeast (Stansfield et al. 1995; 556	

Zhouravleva et al. 1995). Because Sup35 cannot perform its normal function while in an 557	

aggregate, the [PSI+] prion results in a dramatic increase in stop-codon read-through rates 558	

(Firoozan et al. 1991) (Figure 9A). Such high read-through rates can occasionally be adaptive for 559	

certain environments and in certain genetic backgrounds (True and Lindquist 2000; Joseph and 560	

Kirkpatrick 2008). Furthermore, the [PSI+] prion preferentially appears in stressful environments 561	

(Tyedmers et al. 2008; Doronina et al. 2015). Thus, [PSI+] is known as a phenotypic or 562	

evolutionary capacitor (Masel 2013) because it acts in a concerted way to switch cryptic 563	

sequences at many loci simultaneously from a high-latency (low ρ, β is neutral) to low-latency 564	

(high ρ, β is phenotypically meaningful) state. If the net effect is adaptive, this buys the lineage 565	

time as a stop-gap, accelerating eventual adaptation via co-option. Given the existence of benign 566	

cryptic sequences, which themselves increase evolvability, the existence of a capacitor as a 567	

widget to exploit them increases evolvability further (Masel and Bergman 2003; Masel 2005; 568	

Griswold 2006; Masel 2006; King and Masel 2007).  569	

Although we did not construct our current model with the intent of mimicking the behavior 570	

of the [PSI+] prion, the effect of environmental change on the stop-codon read-through rate bears 571	

a striking resemblance to the dynamics of the [PSI+] prion in yeast. Our model found, 572	

unexpectedly, that environmental change results in a bimodal distribution of read-through rates, 573	

either very high or very low, similar to the dichotomy caused by the presence vs. absence of 574	

[PSI+]. Thus, our results suggest that the [PSI+] prion may be filling a niche created by a 575	

changing environment.  576	
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In our simulations, we made the permissive assumption of mutational symmetry in the 577	

evolution of ρ. In reality, it is much harder to lower error rates than to raise them. Adding a 578	

mutation bias toward higher error rates would cause organisms to spend longer in the high error 579	

rate state, and thus more rapidly purge deleterious cryptic sequences. Conversely, if a widget 580	

allows an organism to rapidly return to a low error rate state, deleterious cryptic sequences may 581	

be able to persist despite evolutionary capacitance. Note that previous work has shown that a 582	

reversible epigenetic switch like [PSI+] evolves more easily when the alternative path to 583	

adaptation involves relatively irreversible loss-of-function mutations (i.e. those favored by strong 584	

mutation bias) (Lancaster and Masel 2009). 585	

 Our origin fixation model necessarily precludes recombination, making our results most 586	

directly comparable to species that undergo relatively little sex (Griswold and Masel 2009; Tsai 587	

et al. 2012). However, evolutionary capacitors are certainly not restricted to asexual species. 588	

Molecular chaperones such as Hsp90 (Sangster et al. 2004; Chen and Wagner 2012; Siegal and 589	

Masel 2012) have been purported to act as capacitors in sexual species by buffering the effect of 590	

mutations, and then exposing phenotypic variation under stressful conditions or when disrupted 591	

through laboratory manipulation. Loss of function driven capacitance is not limited to 592	

chaperones and may be a feature of many genes (Levy and Siegal 2008; Takahashi 2013; Taylor 593	

et al. 2016). Theory suggests that capacitance may be a general feature of gene networks under 594	

selection for robustness to developmental noise (Bergman and Siegal 2003). Further research is 595	

needed to determine whether the particular phenomenon that we document here, emergent 596	

capacitance, might also occur in populations with high rates of recombination. Whereas asexual 597	

populations rely on mutation to produce new genetic variation, in sexual populations the genetic 598	

variance produced by new mutations may be dwarfed by the variance generated by 599	
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recombination (Masel and Trotter 2010). Therefore, explicit modeling of recombination, coupled 600	

with a careful, negative control for the adaptive evolution of evolvability, is necessary to 601	

determine if the phenomenon of emergent capacitance due to environmental change is only 602	

relevant to asexual organisms, or whether it is a universal phenomenon. 603	
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